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In the upcoming days, the New Spiritual Warfare Schedule will be up. It will be a few days until then.

For those who want or have taken a complete break, if one hasn't been doing much, they ought to continue as usual from now or within a couple of days.

For those who have been unceasing, congratulations. Momentum and energy management is important. One has to always do their best so they don't drain themselves out completely.

The schedule will be posted here and updated also in the "Ritual Schedule" section above the site, for easy access.

In short, start stretching, because we are going on the field soon.

HAIL SATAN!!!
might enter full scale war where Israel may be exterminated? Holy shit rabbis where the fuck these bindings on the Demons are? Oy veyyyyyyyyyy they don't work anymore my rabbi! Annuda Shoah!

Generally, all these crimes the enemy does, they do them on the pretext that they have been using their shit hebrew charged excrement language to escape these consequences with heavy sacrificial magick. Now, it doesn't seem to work that much. The enemy has, for centuries, been getting away with everything spiritually. Now, not that much anymore.

Of course now, it's to be expected that the jews are going to request help from Big Goy Slave America, but will this work given the planets of the US and everything else? They should gamble that one, and see. The US would be smart to not engage with Israel this time around. They may live to find out about this mistake, such as the war in Iraq or the situation with Iran.

Sort of like the Co-Vid and everything else. The US listened to jewish hype, fake news, and fake solutions to these extreme exaggerations. The world was literally almost crashed financially, mentally, psychologically. Was that smart to listen?

What punishments lay in bay by the forces in observation of this world, over this stupidity? A taste of what happened to Macron appears fitting here, maybe? These will be the least of the upcoming things for the great upset this race of jews has heaped upon this earth.

And as it appears, not even in Israel and at home they will be safe, as Demons don't seem exactly to understand borders and Nations, nor they are highly interested in what shit face in the US thinks they are doing the "Right thing". Retribution is arriving. Most Western governments already pay the price... 30, 40, 50, or upwards to 70 and 80% of disobedience to kosher based authority.

The smart people would already be packing up and changing sides with all of this going on... From the jewish side to the good side... Any smart leader should side with humanity now. It is not only the moral thing to do, but the positive and self-saving thing to do.

They are on a losing streak there is no debating that. People were also angry about some of their advances such as the pandemic, but also, how can one not be happy to where these are leading the enemy?

At this pace, what is next for these abusers of humanity? I guess we'll find out as they clearly have no plan of stopping anything, nor they ever did. In fact, they will definitely accelerate everything, as they have been doing already.
This is only the beginning of what is coming at them. No ritual, no dead hebrew alphabet, and no veil is going to save them anymore, no reptilian, and no grey. In fact, they seem to have abandoned them completely, and are focusing their sites on the acceleration of other projects, since Jews can't even get an exaggerated pandemic going successfully.

What is going to be next for the enemy of humanity? We are here and we'll see. Maybe Billy has a plan to throw a virus? Engineered mosquitoes? Hide the sun? They probably already feel it, the hebrew veil being lifted, themselves getting more and more powerless, drifting of power from their hands, and a threat in their core.

But what is also next, and after that, for retribution? It seems this will be a far bigger sight to behold?

Just some news in case people aren't aware of what is going on:

**Hamas hits central Israel with unprecedented rocket fire**

[https://www.timesofisrael.com/hamas-hit ... ing-woman/](https://www.timesofisrael.com/hamas-hit ... ing-woman/)

**As Israelis and Palestinians Battle, Rockets and Airstrikes Intensify**

[https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/11/worl ... rikes.html](https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/11/worl ... rikes.html)

**Israel, Hamas Prepare for Wider Conflict as Fighting Intensifies**

[https://www.wsj.com/articles/tensions-h ... 1620724839](https://www.wsj.com/articles/tensions-h ... 1620724839)

**33-year-old man killed in Lod amid violent riots across Israel**
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